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In this paper, the definition of Water-energy-food system risk (WEF-R) was firstly defined based on 

stability, coordination and sustainability. Set pair analysis and risk matrix were applied to assess the 

spatio-temporal dynamics of WEF-R in China from 2008 to 2017. The research results showed that 

stability subsystem had the greatest influence on the WEF-R, and sustainability subsystem was an 

important factor affecting the WEF-R. According to the spatial-temporal analysis, the risk levels of 

coordination and sustainable subsystems showed a gradual downward trend, while that of stability 

subsystem showed small fluctuations from 2008 to 2017. In terms of the WEF-R level, it presented a 

decreasing trend of small fluctuations. In addition, the higher-risk areas of stability subsystem and 

lower-risk areas of sustainability subsystem, which were mainly centralized in southeast coastal and 

central regions, were consistent with the areas of good economic development level and high level of 

urbanization. While the lower-risk areas of stability subsystem and higher-risk areas of sustainability 

subsystem, which were mainly centralized in the northwest regions, brought into correspondence with 

the areas of good resource endowment but lower levels of economic development. Therefore, the 

spatial differences of economic development level and resource endowment were the main factors 

affecting the spatial pattern of the WEF-R level in China. Therefore, policy makers should focus on 

WEF-R and implement measures to improve the sustainable development of WEF nexus. 

Keywords: Water-energy-food system risk; Spatio-temporal evolution; Risk assessment; Set pair 

analysis; Risk matrix; China 

 

Water resources, energy and food are important material resources to meet the most basic 

human requirements
1
. There has been a very sensitive and fragile relationship between water, energy 

and food
2
. The imbalance between supply and demand of water, energy and food is also prominent

3-5
 

and water security, energy security and food security are facing greater security risks. In January 2011, 

in the Global Risk Report released by the World Economic Forum, "water-energy-food system risk 

(WEF-R)" was listed as one of the three key risks for the first time 
6-7

. In November of the same year, 

the concept of water-energy-food nexus (WEF Nexus) was firstly addressed in the Bonn Conference 



and a wave of research has set off
2
. At present, China has become the world’s largest consumer of 

water, energy and food, where energy and food are becoming more dependent on international 

markets. With the acceleration of urbanization, population growth and climate change, the pressure 

on resource supply inevitably increase, and the risks faced by water, energy and food exacerbate. 

Therefore, it is of great significance to carry out a comprehensive study on the WEF-R to ensure the 

water resource security, energy security and food security in China. 

Many studies world-wide have focused on WEF nexus
8-12

, such as internal interaction 

mechanism
13-15

, security evaluation
16

, influential factors study
17

, optimization research
18

 and so on
19-22

. 

However, WEF-R assessment is often ignored in WEF studies. Most researches about resources risk are 

mainly assessed from the perspective of single resource or two resources
23-26

. Lal systematically 

constructed the framework of water shortage risk based on WEF nexus
27

. Chen thought that WEF-R on 

the urban scale was composed of "demand risk" and "bond risk"
28

.  

The aim of this study was to analyze and assess the WEF-R with China as the research object and 

to carry out scenario simulation. Specific objectives of the study were to define the definition of the 

WEF-R and establish a risk evaluation index system, then to assess the WEF-R by using set pair analysis 

and risk matrix. 

Study area  

China, located in the northern half of the Eastern Hemisphere, the eastern part of Eurasia and 

the western part of the Pacific Ocean, has jurisdiction of 34 provinces (including Beijing, Shanghai and 

Jiangsu etc,), with a total area of 9,600,000 km
2 

(as shown in Fig.1). China has 1/6 of the world's total 

fresh water resources, but its water resources per capita are less than 2,400 m
3
 and there are huge 

differences in the spatial distribution of water resources. The energy demand in China is growing 

rapidly, where energy consumption was 4,485,291,400 tons of standard coal, accounting for 23.2 

percent of the world's total in 2017. In addition, due to the spatial difference of energy storage and 

imbalance of energy consumption, there is a wide discrepancy for regional energy pressure. Food 

development is also facing severe challenges in China, where arable land area only accounts for 7% of 

the world's total. In 2017, China's total food acreage was 166,333 hectares, while the food production 

per capita was only 476kg. Besides, with the impact of global climate change in recent years, the 

phenomenon of drought occurs frequently all over China, which has caused serious food security 

problems. Therefore, the assessment of WEF-R in China is of great importance. 

 
Fig. 1. Geographic location of China 



Definition of WEF-R 

The WEF nexus security is not only affected by the risk elements within the WEF system, but 

affected by the efficiency of resource conversion. At the same time, the WEF nexus security is also 

influenced by the potential threats from the risk factors such as natural environment, human society 

and economic development. Therefore, this paper defines the WEF-R from the perspectives of stability, 

coordination and sustainability by referring to relevant literature
29

( as shown in Fig. 2). Stability 

measures the quantity, quality, structure and function of the internal resources of water resources 

subsystem, energy subsystem and food subsystem, that is the "internal risks" of WEF nexus security, 

such as water resources, energy and food shortage. Coordination refers to the allocation and 

utilization efficiency of water-energy, water-food and energy-food conversion process, namely the 

"nexus risk" of WEF nexus security, such as low conversion efficiency of water-energy, water-food and 

energy-food. Sustainability means the interaction between the WEF system, Socio economic system 

and natural environment system, namely the "external risk" of WEF nexus security. When the 

development of external social economy and the state of natural environment affect and pressure on 

WEF systems, which exceed the allowable range of WEF nexus, it will form risks to the WEF nexus 

security, such as natural disasters, water loss and soil erosion, air pollution, etc. 

 

Fig. 2. The concept diagram of WEF-R 

Risk evaluation index system 

Establishment of the risk evaluation index system is fundamental for the assessment of WEF-R. 

According to the definition of WEF-R, the risk evaluation index system, which covers stability 

subsystem, coordination subsystem and sustainability subsystem, was then developed. The risk 

evaluation index system contains four layers: the object layer, the first layer, elements layer and the 

second layer. The risk evaluation index system of WEF nexus is the object layer, and the first layer 

includes stability subsystem, coordination subsystem and sustainability subsystem. In addition, the 

second layer contains various factors that apply to the first layer. Finally, basing on the principles of 

scientific, integrity, dynamics and data availability
30

, and referring to relevant literature and experts’ 
suggestions, twenty-nine indices were selected (Table 1). Grade criteria system is very important for 

WEF-R assessment. In this paper, risk grade was divided into five levels, grade I (lowest risk), grade II 

(lower risk), grade III (moderate risk), grade IV (higher risk), grade V (highest risk) respectively
31

. By 



referring to relevant literatures, integrating the national average level, the development level of 

developed and underdeveloped regions, this paper determines the interval range of each index of risk 

evaluation index system (Table S2). 

Table 1. Risk evaluation index system of WEF-R in China 

Object 

layer 

The first  

layer 

Elements 

layer 

The second 

 layer 
Unit 

The risk 

evaluation 

index 

system of 

WEF-R 

Stability 

subsystem 

Water 

system 

C1: Water resources per capita m
3
 

C2: Utilization rate of water resources development  % 

C3: Utilization rate of groundwater resources % 

Energy 

system 

C4: Energy production per capita 
Tons of 

standard coal 

C5: Elasticity of energy consumption - 

C6: Energy self-sufficiency rate % 

Food 

system 

C7: Food production per capita kg 

C8: Arable land per capita m
2
 

C9: Food production per unit area kg/m
2
 

Coordination 

Subsystem 

Water-energy 

C10: Water consumption per unit energy production  
m

3
/ Tons of 

standard coal 

C11: Proportion of industrial water consumption  % 

C12: Water consumption per 10
4
 yuan industrial output m

3
/10

4
 yuan 

Water-food 

C13: Proportion of agricultural water consumption % 

C14: Agricultural irrigation quota m
3
/mu 

C15: Water consumption per 10
4
 yuan agricultural output m

3
/10

4
 yuan 

C16: The effective irrigation rate of cultivated land  % 

Energy-food 

C17: Farm machinery power per unit cultivated area kw/ha 

C18: Proportion of energy consumption in the primary 

industry 
% 

Sustainability 

subsystem 

Economy 

system 

 

C19: GDP per capita  10
4
 Yuan 

C20:Water consumption per 10
4  

yuan GDP m
3
 

C21:Energy consumption per 10
4  

yuan GDP 
Tons of 

standard coal 

Social 

system 

C22: Population growth rate % 

C23: Urbanization rate  % 

C24: Population density  
Population/ 

km
2
 

Natural   

system 

C25: Annual precipitation  mm 

C26: Utilization rate of industrial solid waste % 

C27: Forest coverage rate  % 

C28: Fertilizer load  Ton/ha 

   C29: Greenhouse gas emissions per 10
4  

yuan GDP kg/10
4  

yuan 



Results  

The weights of indexes and subsystems. Entropy weight method was applied to evaluate the weight 

of indexes and subsystems for risk evaluation system of WEF nexus from 2008 to 2017. Weight 1 and 

weight 2 in 2017 was shows (Table S3). Weight 1 referred to taking stability, coordination and 

sustainability as three subsystems to calculate the weight of each index of each subsystem. Weight 2 

was to take stability, coordination and sustainability as a whole to calculate the weight of each index 

and then obtained the weight of each subsystem by sum the weight of each index, which was 

provided a judgment basis for the risk matrix. 

According to the results of the weight 2, it can be obtained that the weights of stability, 

coordination and sustainability subsystems were 0.4269, 0.2114 and 0.2959 respectively. Therefore, it 

could be indicated that stability, which was the main cause of WEF-R, had the greatest influence on 

WEF-R. Sustainability was an important factor affecting the WEF nexus, while coordination had the 

least impact on WEF-R. Additionally, it can be revealed from the weight 1 that indices C1 (water 

resources per capita) and C4 (energy production per capita) had more apparent influence on risk levels 

of stability subsystem, C16 (The effective irrigation rate of cultivated land) and C17 (Farm machinery 

power per unit cultivated area) had a significant impact on risk levels of coordination subsystem, while 

C19 (GDP per capita) and C26 (Utilization rate of industrial solid waste) had an important impact on risk 

levels of sustainability subsystem. 

The analysis of risk assessment results. Based on the weight vectors of WEF nexus, the set pair 

analysis and risk matrix could be applied to assess the WEF-R in 30 provinces of China from 2008 to 

2017. The risk levels of stability, coordination and sustainability subsystems in 2008, 2013 and 2017 

were showed (Table S4). Then the risk matrix was used to synthesize the risk levels of WEF nexus 

(Table S5).  

It can be concluded that, ① As for stability subsystem, in 2008, 2013 and 2017, the numbers of 

provinces with the lowest risk were 0, 1, 0. The numbers of provinces with lower risk were 3, 3, 3. The 

numbers of provinces with moderate risk were 8, 10, 10. The numbers of provinces with higher risk 

were 15, 13, 14. The numbers of provinces with the highest risk were 4, 3, 3. So it showed that the 

higher and highest risks reduced year by year, while those with moderate risk presented the increasing 

trend. It can be seen that as the time went by, the government was also taking active measures to 

curtail the problems, such as water shortage, energy depletion and arable land decrease, to improve 

the efficiency of resource utilization. ② As for coordination subsystem, the numbers of provinces 

with the lowest risk were 0, 0, 0. The numbers of provinces with lower coordination risk were 1, 1, 2. 

The numbers of provinces with moderate risk were 3, 6, 6. The numbers of provinces with higher risk 

were 21, 21, 21. The numbers of provinces with highest risk were 5, 2, 1. Therefore, the numbers of 

provinces with the highest risk decreased year by year, while the moderate risk gradually increased. 

Additionally, the numbers of provinces with higher risk were always 21, accounting for 70% of the 

whole provinces in China, indicating that the overall coordination degree of WEF nexus in China is not 

high. ③ As for sustainability subsystem, the numbers of provinces with the lowest and highest risk 

were both 0, 0, 0. The numbers of provinces with lower risk were 3, 8, 9. The numbers of provinces 

with moderate risk were 12, 15, 12. The numbers of provinces with higher risk were 15, 7, 9. Thus, the 

numbers of provinces with lower risk provinces increased year by year, while higher risk gradually 

decreased. The risk levels of WEF sustainability subsystem in China gradually shift from higher risk to 

lower risk. ④ As for the WEF-R, the numbers of provinces with the lowest risk were 0, 0, 0. The 

numbers of provinces with lower risk were 0, 0, 1. The numbers of provinces with moderate risk were



12, 17, 18. The numbers of provinces with higher risk were 17, 12, 11. The numbers of provinces with 

highest risk were 1, 0, 0. This is indicated that the numbers of provinces with moderate risk increase 

gradually, while higher risk decline little by little.  

In summary, the numbers of provinces with the higher and highest risks of three subsystems 

decreased year by year, while moderate and lower risks increased with each passing year. Due to the 

risk changes of the stability, coordination and sustainability subsystems, WEF-R levels in China were 

gradually reduced from higher to moderate. 

Discussion 

Spatial analysis of WEF-R. Based on risk assessment results, the spatial distributions of the risk levels 

of stability, coordination, sustainability subsystems and WEF-R for all provinces in China were shown in 

Fig. 3-6. 

(1) Risk level of stability subsystem. 

Fig. 3 showed the spatial distribution of risk level of WEF stability subsystem in 30 provinces of 

China in 2008, 2013 and 2017. It could be concluded that risk level of stability subsystem in China 

decreased year by year. And the higher-risk areas of WEF stability subsystem were mainly centralized 

in southeast coastal and central regions, which were consistent with the areas of good economic 

development level and high level of urbanization. With the time going, the risks were gradually 

gathering to the east, such as Beijing, Shanghai, Jiangsu, south of the Yangtze River. Taking Beijing as 

an example, its water resources are mainly dependent on the supply of South-North Water Transfer 

Project, while its energy and food mainly rely on external transfer. As a result, the supply of its water 

resources, energy and food are greatly affected by external risk factors. In addition, lower risk areas of 

WEF stability subsystem were concentrated in the western region, which brought into correspondence 

with the areas of good resource endowment but lower economic development levels, such as Inner 

Mongolia, Xinjiang, and Qinghai. Taking Inner Mongolia as an example, Inner Mongolia is a big 

province of energy production and consumption in China, which not only rich in coal, oil, natural gas, 

but also has a good utilization prospects for the use of wind, solar, biomass and other clean energy. 

Therefore, Inner Mongolia has strong stability of energy resources. 

  



 

Fig. 3. The spatial distribution of risk level of WEF stability subsystem in 30 provinces of China in 2008, 2013, and 

2017 

 (2) Risk level of coordination subsystem. 

Fig. 4 showed the spatial distribution of risk level of WEF coordination subsystem in 30 provinces 

of China in 2008, 2013 and 2017. It could be seen that risk level of coordination subsystem in China 

gradually declined. And provinces with lower and moderate risks were mainly concentrated in eastern 

areas, such as Beijing, Tianjin and Hebei. In addition, the risk levels of coordination subsystem in most 

provinces of China were grade IV (such as Xinjiang, Inner Mongolia, Qinghai, etc. ), indicating that the 

WEF nexus in China was not well coordinated on the whole, the conversion efficiency of water 

resources, energy and food was low, and the technical level of resource conversion needed to be 

improved. Therefore, provinces in China should improve the allocation and utilization efficiency of 

resources, alleviate the pressure of water resources, increase the added value of energy and food 

supply, and reduce environmental pollution based on agricultural water-saving, industrial upgrading 

and process optimization. 

  



 

Fig. 4. The spatial distribution of risk level of WEF coordination subsystem in 30 provinces of China 

(3) Risk level of sustainability subsystem. 

Fig. 5 showed the spatial distribution of risk level of WEF sustainability subsystem in 30 provinces of 

China in 2008, 2013 and 2017. It could be revealed that risk level of sustainability subsystem in China 

decreased year by year. And the provinces with lower risk were mainly concentrated in the southeast 

coastal, such as Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, etc. It can be seen that provinces with lower risks were 

consistent with the areas of good economic development level and high level of urbanization in China, 

while those of higher risks brought into correspondence with the areas of good resource endowment but 

backward economic level. The provinces with moderate risks were scattered, mainly in Heilongjiang, 

Jilin, Liaoning, Shandong, Shaanxi, Henan, Anhui, Hubei, Sichuan and Yunnan. And provinces with 

higher risk were primarily distributed in northwest China. 

  

 

Fig. 5. The spatial distribution of risk level of WEF sustainable subsystem in 30 provinces of China 



(4) WEF-R levels. 

Fig. 6 showed the spatial distribution of WEF-R levels in 30 provinces of China in 2008, 2013 and 

2017. It could be concluded that WEF-R levels in China were primarily Grade Ⅲ (moderate risk) and 

Grade Ⅳ (higher risk). In addition, the numbers of provinces with higher risk decreased year by year. 

By 2017, only Jilin, Liaoning, Shandong, Ningxia, Henan, Hubei, Zhejiang, Jiangxi, Guangxi, Hainan and 

Shanghai rated their WEF nexus as higher risk, while the others were moderate risk or lower risk. 

Therefore, it is necessary for China to take measures to reduce WEF-R levels.  

To sum up, risk levels of three subsystems and WEF-R levels in China were all decreasing from 

2008 to 2017. However, the total WEF-R levels still remained high from 2008 to 2017. Additionally, 

the spatial differences of economic development level and resource endowment are the main factor 

affecting the spatial pattern of WEF-R levels in China. 

  

 

Fig. 6. The spatial distribution of WEF-R levels in 30 provinces of China 

Temporal analysis of WEF-R. Based on risk assessment results of each province, risk levels at the 

country scale can be obtained by calculating the average value from 2008 to 2017, then the change 

trend of risk levels of three subsystems and WEF-R was drawn (as shown in Fig. 7). It could be 

evidently revealed that, (1) By observing the change trend of risk levels of stability, coordination and 

sustainable subsystems from 2008 to 2017, it can be found that the risk level of stability subsystem 

showed small fluctuations. While the risk level of coordination subsystem showed a downward trend, 

but the decline was not large. The main reason is that with the continuous improvement of 

management and technology, the absolute quantity representing the degree of transformation and 

utilization of resources increases, but slowly due to the constraints of resource endowment and 

external environment. And the risk level of sustainable subsystem showed a gradual downward trend 



from 2008 to 2017, which declined from 2008 to 2013, then fell further from 2015 to 2016. And there 

was a small increase from 2013 to 2015 and from 2016 to 2017, but there was a downward trend on 

the whole. It is because the government starts to attach importance to the WEF nexus security with 

the development of resource-saving, environment-friendly society and the concept of ecological 

civilization. (2) WEF-R levels presented a decreasing trend of small fluctuation in China from 2008 to 

2017, declining with the annual rate of 3%. It is illustrated that with the deepening understanding of 

the importance of WEF nexus, the government and all sectors actively adopt reliable measures to 

improve the efficiency of development, transformation and utilization of water, energy and food to 

guarantee the WEF nexus security. 

 

Fig. 7. The change trend of risk levels of three subsystems and WEF-R in China from 2008 to 2017 

Conclusion 

The results showed that the stability subsystem had the greatest influence on the WEF-R, and 

sustainability subsystem was a significant factor affecting the WEF-R. The spatial differences of 

economic development level and resource endowment were the main factors affecting the spatial 

pattern of WEF-R levels in China. In addition, temporal analysis showed that the risk levels of 

coordination subsystem and sustainable subsystem showed a gradual downward trend from 2008 to 

2017, while the risk level of stability subsystem showed small fluctuations. In terms of WEF-R levels, it 

presented a decreasing trend of small fluctuation from 2008 to 2017.  

Methods 

Set Pair Analysis. Set Pair Analysis, proposed by Zhao from China
32

, is a combination of probability 

analysis and uncertainty analysis. The basis of set pair analysis is set pair and its key is connection 

degree. Assuming that set A  and a relative set B  are combined to form a set pair ( , )H A B . In 

order to study the relationship and judge the good or bad degree of the set pair ( , )H A B .
 

Risk matrix. Risk matrix, proposed by U.S. Air Force Electronic Systems Center in the late 1990s, is 

applied to recognize the ultimate risk assessment result by qualitatively and quantitatively analyzing 

the occurring possibilities of risk events and potential impacts
33

. The core principles of risk matrix 

include potential impact evaluation of risk factors, possibility calculation for the occurring of risk 

events, grade evaluation of risk event and countermeasure establishment of risk management. In 
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order to evaluate the WEF security nexus risk effectively, scholars must focus on the main risk factors 

and construct the final risk matrix by analyzing, ranking and comparing the importance of different 

risk factors. The risk matrix of WEF-R assessment (Table S1) could be employed to determine the 

overall risk grade of WEF system basing on the determination of risk grade for each subsystem.  
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Figures

Figure 1

Geographic location of China Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on
this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square
concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the
delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 2

The concept diagram of WEF-R

Figure 3

The spatial distribution of risk level of WEF stability subsystem in 30 provinces of China in 2008, 2013,
and 2017 Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not
imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal
status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its
frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 4

The spatial distribution of risk level of WEF coordination subsystem in 30 provinces of China Note: The
designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of
any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country,
territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This
map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 5

The spatial distribution of risk level of WEF sustainable subsystem in 30 provinces of China Note: The
designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of
any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country,
territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This
map has been provided by the authors.

Figure 6

The spatial distribution of WEF-R levels in 30 provinces of China Note: The designations employed and
the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on
the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its
authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by
the authors.



Figure 7

The change trend of risk levels of three subsystems and WEF-R in China from 2008 to 2017
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